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Abstract. Distributed transactional memory (DTM) is a powerful con-
currency control model for distributed systems sparing the programmer
from the complexity of manual implementation of lock-based distributed
synchronization. We consider Herlihy and Sun’s dataflow DTM model,
where objects are migrated to invoking transactions, and the open nest-
ing model of managing inner (distributed) transactions. In this paper
we present DATS, a dependency-aware transactional scheduler, that is
able to boost the throughput of open-nested transactions reducing the
overhead of running expensive compensating actions and abstract locks
in the case of outer transaction aborts. The contribution of the paper
is twofold: (A) DATS allows the commutable outer transactions to be
validated concurrently and (B) allows the non-commutable outer trans-
actions, depending on their inner transactions, to commit be committed
before others without dependencies.

1 Introduction

Transactional Memory (TM) is an emerging innovative programming paradigm
for transactional systems. The main benefit of TM is synchronization trans-
parency in concurrent applications. In fact, leveraging the proven concept of
atomic and isolated transactions, TM spares programmers from the pitfalls of
conventional manual lock-based synchronization, significantly simplifying the de-
velopment of parallel and concurrent applications. Moreover lock-based concur-
rency control suffers from programmability, scalability, and composability chal-
lenges [13] and TM promises to alleviate these difficulties. In TM, the developer
simply organizes read and write operations on shared objects as transactions
and leaves the responsibility of executing those transactions to the TM, ensur-
ing atomicity, consistency and isolation. Two transactions conflict if they access
to the same object and at least one access is a write. The contention manager, the
component in TM responsible for resolving conflicts among concurrent transac-
tions, typically aborts one and allows the other to commit, yielding (the illusion
of) atomicity. Aborted transactions are typically re-started after rollingback the
changes in memory.

The Transaction Scheduler (TS) is the component that supports the con-
tention manager in making a decision on how to resolve conflicts (which trans-
action to abort). The goal of the TS is to order concurrent transactions as to
avoid or minimize conflicts (and thereby aborts).



The hazards of manual implementation of lock-based concurrency control in-
creases in distributed settings due to an additional synchronization level among
nodes in the system. Distributed STM (DTM) has been motivated as an al-
ternative to distributed lock-based concurrency control. DTM can be classified
based on the system architecture: cache-coherent DTM (cc DTM) [14, 22], in
which a set of nodes communicate by message-passing links over a communi-
cation network, and a cluster model (cluster DTM) [6, 20], in which a group of
linked computers work closely together to form a single computer. cc DTM uses
a cache-coherence protocol [8, 14] to locate and move objects in the network.

Support for nesting (distributed) transactions is essential for DTM, for the
same reasons that they are so for multiprocessor TM – i.e., code composability,
performance, and fault-management [19, 23, 24]. Three types of nesting have been
studied for multiprocessor TM: flat, closed, and open. If an inner transaction I
is flat-nested inside its outer transaction A, A executes as if the code for I is
inlined inside A. Thus, if I aborts, it causes A to abort. If I is closed-nested
inside A [18], the operations of I only become part of A when I commits. Thus,
an abort of I does not abort A, but I aborts when A aborts. Finally, if I is
open-nested inside A, then the operations of I are not considered as part of A.
Thus, an abort of I does not abort A, and vice versa.

The differences between the nesting models are shown in Figure 1, in which
there are two transactions containing a nested-transaction. With flat nesting,
transaction T2 cannot execute until transaction T1 commits. T2 incurs full aborts,
and thus has to restart from the beginning. Under closed nesting, only T2’s
inner-transaction needs to abort and be restarted while T1 is still executing. The
portion of work T2 executes before the data-structure access does not need to be
retried, and T2 can thus finish earlier. Under open nesting, T1’s inner-transaction
commits independently of its outer, releasing memory isolation over the shared
data-structure. T2’s inner-transaction can therefore proceed immediately, thus
enabling T2 to commit earlier than in both closed and flat nesting.

The flat and closed nested models have a clear negative impact on large
monolithic transactions in terms of concurrency. In fact, when a large transaction
is aborted all its flat/closed-nested transactions are also aborted and rolled-
back, even if they do not conflict with any other transaction. Closed nesting
potentially offers better performance than flat nesting because the aborts of
closed-nested inner transactions do not affect their outer transactions. However
the open-nesting approach outperforms both in terms of concurrency allowed.
When an open-nested transaction commits, its modifications on objects become
immediately visible to other transactions, allowing those transactions to start
using those objects without a conflict, increasing concurrency [19]. In contrast,
if the inner transactions are closed- or flat-nested, then those object changes
are not made visible until the outer transaction commits, potentially causing
conflicts with other transactions that may want to use those objects.

To achieve high concurrency in open nesting, inner transactions have to im-
plement abstract serializability [26]. If concurrent executions of transactions re-
sult in the consistency of shared objects at an “abstract level”, then the execu-



tions are said to be abstractly serializable. If an inner transaction I commits, I’s
modifications are immediately committed in memory and I’s read and write sets
are discarded. At this time, I’s outer transaction A does not have any conflict
with I due to memory accessed by I. Thus, programmers consider the internal
memory operations of I to be at a “lower level” than A. A does not consider
the memory accessed by I when it checks for conflicts, but I must acquire an
abstract lock and propagates this lock for A. When two operations try to acquire
the same abstract lock, the open nesting concurrency control is responsible for
managing this conflict (so this is defined “abstract level”).
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(c) Open nesting

Figure 1. Simple example showing how the execution time-
line for two transactions may differ under flat, closed and
open nesting.

level of abstraction. Open-nested transactions are al-
lowed to commit to the shared memory independently
of their parent transactions, optimistically assuming that
the parent will commit. If however the parent aborts, the
open-nested transaction needs to run compensating ac-
tions to undo its effect. The compensating action does
not simply revert the memory to its original state, but
runs at the higher level of abstraction. For example, to
compensate for adding a value to a set, the system would
remove that value from the set. Although open-nested
transactions breach the isolation property, this potentially
enables significant increases in concurrency and perfor-
mance.

We illustrate the differences between the three nest-
ing models in Figure 1. Here we consider two transac-
tions, which access some shared data-structure using a sub-
transaction. The data-structure accesses conflict at the mem-
ory level, but the conflict is not fundamental (we will ex-
plain fundamental conflicts later, in Section 3.3), and there
are no further conflicts in either T1 or T2. With flat nesting,
transaction T2 can not execute until transaction T1 com-
mits. T2 incurs full aborts, and thus has to restart from the
beginning. Under closed nesting, only T2’s sub-transaction
needs to abort and be restarted while T1 is still executing.

@Atomic T p o p F ro n t ( ) {
i f ( t h i s . head == n u l l ) r e t r y ;
T r e s u l t = t h i s . head . v a l u e ;
t h i s . head = t h i s . head . n e x t ;
re turn r e s u l t ;

}

Figure 2. Example usage for retry construct. Transactions
are marked using the @Atomic annotation.

@Atomic T c h o o s e F i r s t A v a i l a b l e ( ) {
t r y { re turn queue1 . p o p F r o n t ( ) ; }
o r E l s e { re turn queue2 . p o p F r o n t ( ) ; }

}

Figure 3. Example usage for try...orElse construct.

The portion of work T2 executes before the data-structure
access does not need to be retried, and T2 can thus finish
earlier. Under open nesting, T1’s sub-transaction commits
independently of its parent, releasing memory isolation over
the shared data-structure. T2’s sub-transaction can proceed
immediately after that, thus enabling T2 to commit earlier
than in both closed and flat nesting.

Besides providing support for code composability, nested
transactions are attractive when transaction aborts are ac-
tively used for implementing specific behaviors. For ex-
ample, conditional synchronization can be supported by
aborting the current transaction if a pre-condition is not
met, and only scheduling the transaction to be retried when
the pre-condition is met (for example, a dequeue operation
would wait until there is at least one element in the queue, as
shown in Figure 2). Aborts can also be used for fault man-
agement: a program may try to perform an action, and in the
case of failure, change to a different strategy (try...orElse, ex-
ample in Figure 3). In both these scenarios, performance can
be improved with nesting by aborting and retrying only the
inner-most sub-transaction.

Previous DTM works have largely ignored the subject of
partial aborts and nesting [3, 4, 15, 17]. We extend the TFA
algorithm [17], which provides atomicity, isolation, and con-
sistency properties for flat-nested DTM transactions, to sup-
port open nesting. The resulting algorithm is named Transac-
tional Forwarding Algorithm with Open Nesting(TFA-ON).
We also extend the HyFlow Java DTM framework [17] with
mechanisms to support open nesting. The transactional op-
erations from TFA (most importantly commit and forward)
are updated for open nesting. Abstract locks, and commit
and compensating actions are introduced in HyFlow.

We test our implementation through a series of bench-
marks and observe throughput improvements of up to 167%
in specific cases. We identify the kinds of workloads that are
a good match for open nesting, and we explain how the var-
ious parameters influence the gain (or loss) in throughput.
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Fig. 1. Two transactions under flat, closed
and open nesting (From [23]).

If an outer transaction (with open-
nested inner transactions) aborts, all
of its (now committed) open-nested
inner transactions must rollback and
their actions must be undone to en-
sure transaction serializability. Thus,
with the open nesting model, pro-
grammers must provide a compen-
sating action for each open-nested
transaction [2]. In scenarios in which
outer transactions increasingly en-
counter conflicts after that a large
number of their open-nested transac-
tions have committed (e.g., long run-
ning transactions), the overall per-
formance could collapse and all the
benefits of the open-nesting approach
vanish due to the processing of com-
pensating actions to undo the modi-
fications provided by the committed
open-nested transactions. In closed nesting, since closed-nested transactions are
not committed in memory until the outer transaction commits (nested trans-
actions’ changes are visible only to the outer), no undo (e.g., compensation) is
required. Moreover, in scenarios in which the load of the system is high, the prob-
ability of having concurrent conflicting transactions grows and with it the prob-
ability to abort outer transactions with a number of open-nested transactions
(already committed in memory). Aborting outer transactions with dependencies,
instead of alleviating the load of the system, will increase it due to the execution
of compensating actions, possibly bringing the system toward dangerous states.

We focus on these problems: the overhead of compensating actions and ab-
stract locks in the open-nested model. Our goal is to boost performance of nested
transactions in DTM by increasing concurrency and reducing the aforementioned
overhead through transactional scheduling. For these reasons, we designed a
scheduler, called the Dependency-Aware Transactional Scheduler (or DATS).
DATS is responsible for helping the concurrency control minimizing the number
of outer-transactions aborted. In order to do that, DATS relies on the notions



of commutable transactions and transaction dependencies.
Commutable Transactions. Two transactions are defined as commutable if
they conflict and they leave the state of the shared data-set consistent even if
validated and committed concurrently. A very intuitive example of commutativ-
ity is when two operations, call1(X) and call2(X), both access the same object
X but different fields of X (See Section 3.2 for discussion about commutativity).
Transaction Dependencies. An outer transaction materializes dependencies
with its inner transactions if (i) the inner transactions accesses the outer write-
set for performing local computation or (ii) the results of outer processing are
used to decide whether or not to invoke an inner transaction.

DATS is able to detect commutable transactions and validate/commit them,
avoiding useless aborts. In the case of non-commutable transactions, DATS iden-
tifies how much each outer transaction depends on its inner transactions and
schedules the outer transaction with the highest dependency to commit before
other outer transactions with lower or no dependencies. Committing this outer
transaction prevents its dependent inner transactions from aborting and reduces
the number of compensating actions. Moreover, even though the other outer
transactions abort, their independent inner transactions will be preserved, re-
sulting in a reduced number of compensating actions and abstract locks without
violating the correctness of the object.

We implemented DATS in a Java DTM framework, called HyFlow [21], and
conducted an extensive experimental study involving both micro-benchmarks
(e.g., Hash Table, Skip-, Linked-List) and a real application benchmark (TPC-
C). Our study reveals that throughput is improved by up to 1.7× in micro-
benchmarks and up to 2.2× in TPC-C over open-nested DTM without DATS.
To the best of our knowledge, DATS is the first ever scheduler that boosts
throughput with open-nested transactions in DTM.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present preliminaries of
the DTM model and state our assumptions in Section 2. We describe DATS and
analyze its properties in Section 3. Section 4 reports our evaluation. We overview
past and related efforts in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries and System Model

We consider a distributed system which consists of a set of nodes N = {n1, n2, · · · }
that communicate with each other by message-passing links over a network. Sim-
ilar to [14], we assume that the nodes are scattered in a metric space.
Transaction model. A set of shared objects O = {o1, o2, . . .} are distributed
in the network among nodes. A transaction is defined as a sequence of requests,
each of which is a read or write operation request to an a single object in O.
An execution of a transaction is a sequence of timed operations that ends by
either a commit (success) or an abort (failure). A transaction is in three possible
states: live, aborted, or committed. Each transaction has a unique identifier and
is invoked by a node in the system. We consider the data flow DTM model [14].
In this model, transactions are immobile and objects move from node to node



to invoking transactions. Each node has a TM proxy that provides interfaces
allowing the local application to interact with the other proxies located on other
nodes. When a transaction Ti at node ni requests object oj , the TM proxy of ni

first checks whether oj is in its local cache. If the object is not present, the proxy
invokes a distributed cache-coherence protocol (CC) to fetch oj in the network.
Atomicity, Consistency, and Isolation. We use the Transactional Forward-
ing Algorithm with Open Nesting (TFA-ON) [23], which extends the TFA algo-
rithm [21] (which originally does not provide any transaction nesting support), to
manage flat, closed and open-nested transactions. TFA provides early validation
of remote objects, guarantees a consistent view of shared objects between dis-
tributed transactions, and ensures atomicity for object operations in presence of
asynchronous clocks. The early validation of remote objects means that a trans-
action validated first commits its objects successfully. Validation in distributed
systems includes global registration of object ownership. TFA is responsible for
caching local copies of remote objects and changing the ownership.

TFA-ON changes the scope of object validations. The behavior of open-nested
transactions under TFA-ON is similar to the behavior of regular transactions
under TFA. In addition, TFA-ON manages the abstract locks and the execution
of commit and compensating actions [23]. To provide conflict detection at the
abstract level, an abstract locking mechanism has been integrated into TFA-ON.
Abstract locks are acquired only at commit time, once the inner transaction
is verified to be conflict free at the low level. The commit protocol requests
the abstract lock of an object from the object owner and the lock is released
when its outer transaction commits. To abort an outer transaction properly,
a programmer provides an abstract compensating action for each of its inner
transaction to revert the data-structure to its original semantic state.

TFA-ON is the first ever implementation of a DTM system with support for
open-nested transactions [23]. DATS has been integrated in TFA-ON.

3 The DATS Scheduler

3.1 Motivations

Figure 2 shows an example of open-nested transactions with compensating ac-
tions and abstract locks. Listings 1.1 and 1.2 in Figure 2 illustrate two outer
transactions, T1 and T2, and an inner transaction in Listing 1.3. The inner trans-
action INSERT includes an insert operation in a Linked List. T1 has a delete
operation with a value. If the operation of T1 executes successfully, its inner
transaction INSERT executes. Conversely, regardless of the success of T2’s delete
operation, its inner transaction INSERT will execute. OnCommit and OnAbort,
which include a compensating action, are registered when the inner transaction
commits. If the outer transaction (i.e., T1 or T2) commits, OnCommit executes.
When the inner transaction commits, its modification becomes immediately vis-
ible for other transactions. Thus, if the inner transaction commits, and its outer
transaction T1 or T2 aborts, a delete operation as a compensating action (de-
scribed in OnAbort) executes. Let us assume that T2 aborts, and OnAbort ex-



Listing 1.1. Transaction T1

new Atomic<Boolean >(){
@Override boolean atomica l l y (Txn t ){

L i s t l l = ( L i s t ) t . open ( tree −2);
de l e t ed = l l . d e l e t e (7 , t ) ;
i f ( de l e t ed ) INSERT( t , 1 0 ) ; // inner tx

return de l e t ed ;
}

}

Listing 1.2. Transaction T2

new Atomic<Boolean >(){
@Override boolean atomica l l y (Txn t ){

L i s t l l = ( L i s t ) t . open ( tree −2);
de l e t ed = l l . d e l e t e (9 , t ) ;
INSERT( t , 1 0 ) ; // inner tx
return de l e t ed ;

}
}

Listing 1.3. Inner Transaction INSERT

public boolean INSERT(Txn t , int value ){
private boolean i n s e r t e d = fa l se ;
@Override boolean atomica l l y ( t ){

L i s t l l = ( L i s t ) t . open ( tree −1);
i n s e r t e d = l l . i n s e r t ( value , t ) ;
t . acquireAbstractLock ( l l , va lue ) ;
return i n s e r t e d ;

}
@Override onAbort ( t ){

L i s t l l = ( L i s t ) t . open ( tree −1);
//compensation
i f ( i n s e r t e d ) l l . d e l e t e ( value , t ) ;
t . r e l ea seAbst rac tLock ( l l , 7 ) ;

}
@Override onCommit ( t ){

L i s t l l = ( L i s t ) t . open ( tree −1);
t . r e l easeAbsractLock ( l l , va lue ) ;

}
}

Fig. 2. Two open-nested transactions with abstract locks and compensating actions.

ecutes. Even though T2’s inner transaction (INSERT) does not depend on its
delete operation, unlike T1, OnAbort will execute. Thus, the conflict of object
“tree-2” in T2 causes the execution of compensating action on object “tree-1”
in INSERT. The INSERT operation acquires the abstract lock again when it
restarts. Finally, whenever an outer transaction aborts, its inner transaction
must execute a compensating action, regardless of the operation’s dependencies.

This drawback is particularly evident in distributed settings. In fact, dis-
tributed transactions typically have an execution time several orders of magni-
tude bigger than in a centralized STM, due to communication delays that are
incurred in requesting and acquiring objects [15]. If an outer transaction aborts,
clearly the impact of the time needed for running compensating actions and
for acquiring abstract locks for distributed open-nested transactions is exacer-
bated due to the communication overhead. Moreover it increases the likelihood
of conflicts, drastically reducing concurrency and degrading performance.

Motivated by these observations, we propose the DATS scheduler for open-
nested DTM. DATS, for each outer transaction Ta, identifies the number of inner
transactions depending from Ta and schedules the outer transactions with the
greatest number of dependencies to validate first and (hopefully) commit. This
behavior permits the transactions with high compensation overhead to com-
mit; the remaining few outer transactions that are invalidated will be restarted
excluding their independent inner transactions to avoid useless compensating
actions and acquisition of abstract locks. In the next subsection the meaning of
dependent transactions for DATS will be described.

3.2 Abstract and Object Level Dependencies

We consider two types of dependencies among transactions.
Abstract Level Dependency. The first is called abstract level dependency



Algorithm 1: Algorithms for checking AOL and OLD

1 Procedure Commit
Input: txid, objects
Output: commit, abort

2 foreach objects do
3 if txid is open nesting then
4 . Extract <operations,values,DL>
5 Send

<operations,values,DL,object.id>
6 o object.owner
7 Wait until receive status from

object.owner
8 if status=noncommute then
9 noncommutativity.put(object);

10 if noncommutativity=∅ then
11 . All objects commute or no conflicts

detected
12 Retrieve the dependency queue from

object.owner ;
13 Validate objects; . Change the object

ownership
14 find highest DL from

dependency.get(object.id);
15 Send object to the node with the highest

DL;
16 return commit;

17 foreach object ∈ noncommutativity do
18 . Checking abstract level dependency

(ADL)
19 nestedTxId = CheckALD(object);
20 . Enqueue dependent nested transactions
21 NestedTxs.put(object.id,nestedTxId);

22 Abort(txid, DependentObjects);
23 return abort;
24

25

26 Procedure Retrieve Object
Input: operation, value, DL, oid

27 object = findObject(oid);
28 if object=null then
29 . Object just validated, checking object

level dependency (OLD)
30 if CheckOLD(operation, value) then
31 commutativity.put(object.id, new

request(operation, values));
32 return commute;

33 . Dependency queue to track updates.
34 dependency.put(oid, DL);
35 return non− commiute;

36 return no− conflict;
37

38 Procedure Abort
Input: txid, objects

39 if txid is outer-transaction then
40 foreach objects do
41 nestedIds = NestedTxs.get(object.id);
42 if nestedIds 6= null then
43 foreach nestedIds do
44 . Execute onAbort() for

nestedId
45 AbortNestedTx(nestedId);

46 AbortOuterTx(txid);

(ALD) and it indicates the dependency between an outer transaction and its in-
ner transactions at an abstract level. We define the dependency level (DL) as the
number of inner transactions that will execute OnAbort when the outer trans-
actions abort. For example, T1 illustrated in Figure 2 depends on its INSERT
due to the deleted variable. Thus, DATS detects a dependency between T1 and
its INSERT (its inner transaction) because the delete operations in T1 shares
the variable deleted with the conditional if statement declared for executing IN-
SERT. In this case, the DL=1 for T1. Conversely, T2 executes INSERT without
checking any pre-condition so its DL=0 because T2 does not have dependen-
cies with its inner transactions. The purpose of the abstract level dependency
is to avoid unnecessary compensating actions and abstract locks. Even though
T2 aborts, OnAbort in INSERT will not be executed because its DL=0, and
the compensating action will not be processed. Meanwhile, executing OnAbort
implies running INSERT and acquiring the abstract lock again when T2 restarts.

Summarizing, aborting outer transactions with smaller DLs leads to a re-
duced number of compensating actions and abstract lock acquisitions. Such
identification can be done automatically at run-time by DATS using byte-code
analysis or relying on explicit indication by the programmer. The first scenario
is completely transparent from the application point of view but in some cases



could add additional overhead. The second approach, although it requires the
collaboration of the developer, is more flexible because it allows the programmer
to bias the behavior of the scheduler. In fact, even though the logic of an outer
transaction reveals a certain number of dependencies, the programmer may want
to force running compensations in case of an abort. This can be done by simply
changing the value of DL associated to the outer transaction.
Object Level Dependency. The second is called object level dependency (OLD)
and it indicates the dependency among two or more concurrent transactions ac-
cessing the same shared object. For example, in Figure 2, T1 depends on T2

because they share the same object “tree-2”. If T1 and T2 work concurrently, a
conflict between them occurs. However, delete(7) of T1 and delete(9) of T2 com-
mute because they are two operations executing on the same object (“tree-2”)
but accessing different items (or fields when applicable) of the object (item “7”
and item “9”). We recall that, two operations commute if applying them in either
order they leave the object in the same state and return the same responses [12].
DATS detects object level dependency at transaction commit phase, splitting
the validation phase into two. Say Ta is the transaction that is validating. In
the first phase, Ta checks the consistency of the objects requested during the
execution. If a concurrent transaction Tb has requested and already commit-
ted a new version of some object requested by Ta, then Ta aborts in order to
avoid isolation corruption. After the successful completion of the first phase of
Ta’s validation, DATS detects the object level dependencies among concurrent
transactions that are validating with Ta in the second phase. To do that, DATS
relies on the notion of commutativity already introduced at the end of Section
1. Suppose Ta and Tb are conflicting transactions but simultaneously validating.
If all of Ta’s operations commute with all of Tb’s operations, they can proceed
to commit together avoiding a useless abort. Otherwise one of Ta or Tb must be
aborted. This scheduler is in charge of the decision (see next sub-section).

In order to compute commutativity, DATS joins two supports. In the first,
the programmer annotates each transaction class with the fields accessed. The
second is a field-based timestamping mechanism, used for checking the field-level
invalidation. The goal is to reduce the granularity of the timestamp from object
to field. With a single object timestamp, it is impossible to detect commutativity
because of fields modifications. In fact, writes to different fields of the same object
are all reflected with the increment of the same object timestamp. In order to do
that efficiently, DATS exploits the annotations provided by the developer on the
fields accessed by the transaction to directly point only to the interested fields
(instead of iterating on all the object fields, looking for the ones modified). On
such fields, it uses field-based timestamping to detect object invalidation.

The purpose of the object level dependency is to enhance concurrency of outer
transactions. Even though inner transactions terminate successfully, aborting
their outer transactions affects these inner transactions (due to compensation).
Thus, DATS checks for the commutativity of conflicting transactions and permits
them to be validated, reducing the aborts.



3.3 Scheduler Design

We designed DATS using abstract level dependencies and object level depen-
dencies. In Figure 1 is presented the pseudo-code with the procedures used by
DATS for detecting ALD and OLD at validation/commit time. When outer
transactions are invoked, the DL with their inner transactions is checked. When
the outer transactions request an object from its owner, the requests with their
DLs will be sent to the owner and moved into its scheduling queue. The object
owner maintains the scheduling queue holding all the ongoing transactions that
have requested the object with their DLs. When T1 (one of the outer transac-
tions) validates an object, we consider two possible scenarios. First, if another
transaction T2 tries to validate the same object, a conflict between T1 and T2 is
detected on the object. Thus, DATS checks for the object level dependency. If T1

and T2 are independent (according to the object level dependency rules), DATS
allows T1 and T2 to proceed with the validation. Otherwise, the transaction with
lower DL will be aborted. In this way, dependent transactions with the minimal
cost of abort and compensating actions are aborted and restarted, permitting
transactions with a costly abort operation to commit.

Fig. 3. Four Different Cases for Two Transactions T1 and T2 in DATS

Figure 3 illustrates an example of DATS with two transactions T1 and T2

invoked on nodes n1 and n2, respectively. The transaction T1 has a single inner-
transaction and T2 has two nested transactions. Let us assume that T1’s DL=1
and T2’s DL=2. The circles indicate written objects. The horizontal line corre-
sponds to the status of each transaction described in the time domain. Figure 3
shows four different cases when T1 and T2 terminate. When T1 and T2 are in-
voked, DATS analyzes their DLs, operations, and values. When T1 requests o1

from n0, the meta-data for DLs, operations and values of o1 will be sent to n0.
These are moved to the scheduling queue of n0. We consider four different cases
regarding the termination of T1 and T2.
Case 1. T1 and T2 validate concurrently o1. DATS checks for the object level
dependency. If T1 and T2 are not dependent at the object level (i.e., the opera-
tions of T1 and T2 over o1 commute), T1 and T2 commit concurrently.
Case 2. T1 starts to validate and detects it is dependent with T2 (that is still
executing) at the object level on the object o1. In this case T2 will abort due to



early validation. When T1 commits, the updated o1 is sent to n2.
Case 3. Another transaction committed o1 before T1 and T2 validate. If T1 and
T2 are not dependent at the object level, o1 is sent to n1 and n2 simultaneously
as soon as the transaction commits.
Case 4. Another transaction committed o1 before T1 and T2 validate. If T1 and
T2 are dependent at the object level, DATS checks for the abstract level depen-
dency, and o1 is sent to n2 because T2’s DL is larger than that of T1. Aborting
T1, the scheduler is forced to run a single compensation (for T1−1) instead of two
compensations (T2−1 and T2−2) in case of T2’s abort. Further, considering the
case in which the DL of T1 is 0, the abort of T1 does not affect T1−1. In fact, its
execution will be preserved and only the operations of T1 will be re-executed.

4 Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

Experimental Setup. We implemented DATS in the HyFlow DTM frame-
work [21, 24]. We cannot compare our results with any competitor, as none of
the DTMs that we are aware of support open nesting and scheduling. Thus,
we compared DATS under TFA-ON (DATS) with only TFA-ON (OPEN) [23],
closed nested transaction (CLOSED) [24], and flat nested transaction (FLAT).
We contrast with CLOSED and FLAT to show that OPEN does not always
perform better than them, while DATS consistently outperforms OPEN.

We assess the performance of DATS using Hash Table, Skip List and Linked
List as micro-benchmarks, TPC-C [7] as a real-application benchmark. Our test-
bed is comprised of 10 nodes, each one is an Intel Xeon 1.9GHz processor with 8
CPU cores. We varied the number of application threads performing operations
for each node from 1 to 8, considering a spectrum between 2 and 80 concur-
rent threads in the system. We measured the throughput (number of committed
transactions per second). All data-points reported are the result of multiple exe-
cutions, so plots present for each data-point the mean value and the error-bar. In
order to assess the goodness of DATS we also present the percentage of aborted
transactions and the scheduler overhead.

Benchmarks.The Skip List and Linked List benchmarks are data structures
maintaining sorted and unsorted, lists of items, respectively, whereas Hash Table
is an associative array mapping keys to values. We configured the benchmarks
with the small number of objects and a large number of inner transactions – eight
inner transactions per transaction and ten objects, incurring high contention.

Regarding TPC-C, the write transactions consist of update, insert, and/or
delete operations accessing a database of nine tables maintained in memory,
where each row has a unique key. Multiple operations commute if they access a
row (or object) with the same key and modify different columns. We configured
the benchmark with a limited number of warehouses (#3) in order to generate
high conflicts. We recall that, in the data flow model, objects are not bound on
fixed nodes but move, increasing likelihood of conflicts.
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Fig. 4. Performance of DATS Using Hash Table (HT).

Evaluation. Figures 4, 5 and 6(a-f ) show the throughput of micro-benchmarks
under 10% and 90% of read transactions. The purpose of DATS is to reduce the
overheads of compensating actions and abstract locks. In 10% read transactions,
the number of aborts increases due to high contention. Outer transactions fre-
quently abort, and corresponding compensating actions are executed; so DATS
outperforms OPEN in throughput because it mitigates the abort of outer trans-
actions and the corresponding compensating actions.

For the experiments with TPC-C in Figure 6(g),6(h),6(i), we used the amount
of read and write transactions that its specification recommends. TPC-C bench-
mark accesses large tables to read and write values. Due to the non-negligible
transaction execution time, the number of compensating actions and abstract
locks in TPC-C significantly degrades the overall performance. Thus, DATS
increases the performance in high contention (a large number of threads and
nodes). By these results, it is evident how much unnecessary aborts of inner
transactions affects performance and how much performance is improved through
minimizing aborts. Even if DATS reduces the number of compensating actions
and acquisition of abstract locks, the performance of OPEN is degraded because
of the commit overheads of inner transactions [23]; so the throughput of DATS
is slightly better than CLOSED and FLAT, but significantly better than OPEN.

Figure 8 shows throughput speed-up relative to OPEN using Hash Table,
Skip List, Linked List and TPC-C. Our results show that DATS performs up to
1.7× and 2.2× better than OPEN in micro-benchmarks and TPC-C, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the analysis of scheduling overhead and abort reduction.
Checking dependencies occurs when a transaction validates, so we measure the
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Fig. 5. Performance of DATS Using Skip List (SL).

average execution time and the average validation time of committed transac-
tions as illustrated in Figure 7(b). The gap between the two validation times of
DATS and OPEN proves the scheduling overhead. Even though the validation
time of DATS is up to two times more than OPEN’s, a large number of trans-
actions validated simultaneously according to the increment of nodes, results in
a shorten transaction response time, reducing the average validation time and
aborts. Figure 7(a) the comparison between the percentage of aborted trans-
actions of OPEN and DATS. As long as the number of threads increases, the
number of aborts in DATS and OPEN increases too. However, the increasing
abort ratio in DATS is less than in OPEN, proving how much DATS reduces
the abort rate.

5 Related Work

Nested transactions (using closed nesting) originated in the database community
and were thoroughly described in [17]. This work focused on the popular two-
phase locking protocol and extended it to support nesting.

Open nesting also originates in the database community [11], and was exten-
sively analyzed in the context of undo-log transactions [25]. In these works, open
nesting is used to decompose transactions into multiple levels of abstraction, and
maintain serializability on a level-by-level basis.

One of the early works introducing nesting to Transactional Memory has
been presented in [19]. They describe the semantics of transactional operations
in terms of system states, which are tuples that group together a transaction
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Fig. 6. Performance of DATS Using Linked List (LL) and TPC-C.

ID, a memory location, a read/write flag, and the value read or written. They
also provide sketches for several possible HTM implementations, which work
by extending existing cache coherence protocols. They further focus on open
nested transactions in [18], explaining how using multiple levels of abstractions
can help in differentiating between fundamental and false conflicts and therefore
improve concurrency. The authors of [16] implemented closed and open nest-
ing in LogTM HTM. They implement nesting models by maintaining a stack
of log frames, similar to the run-time activation stack, with one frame for each
nesting level. In [1] the authors combined closed and open nesting by introduc-
ing the concept of transaction ownership. They propose the separation of TM
systems into transactional modules (or Xmodules), which own data. Thus, a
sub-transaction commits data owned by its own Xmodule directly to memory
using an open-nested model. However, for data owned by foreign Xmodules, it
employs the closed nesting model and does not directly write to the memory. The
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past closed nesting models [19, 16, 1] have been studied for multiprocessor STM.
N-TFA [24] and TFA-ON [23] are the first ever DTM implementation with sup-
port for closed and open-nesting, respectively, but do not consider transactional
scheduling.

Transactional scheduling has been explored in a number of multiproces-
sor STM efforts [10, 3, 27, 9, 4]. In [10], the authors describe an approach that
schedules transactions based on their predicted read/write access sets. In [3],
they discuss the Steal-On-Abort transaction scheduler, which queues an aborted
transaction behind the non-aborted transaction, and thereby prevents the two
transactions from conflicting again. The Adaptive Transaction Scheduler (ATS)
is present in [27], that adaptively controls the number of concurrent transac-
tions based on the contention intensity: when the intensity is below a threshold,
the transaction begins normally; otherwise, the transaction stalls and does not
begin until dispatched by the scheduler. The CAR-STM scheduling approach is
presented in [9], which uses per-core transaction queues and serializes conflict-
ing transactions by aborting one and en-queuing it on another queue, preventing
future conflicts. CAR-STM pre-assigns transactions with high collision probabil-
ity (application-described) to the same core, thereby minimizing conflicts. In [5]
they propose the Proactive Transactional Scheduler (PTS). Their scheme detects
“hot spots” of contention that can degrade performance, and proactively sched-
ules affected transactions around the hot spots. None of the past transactional
schedulers for STM and DTM consider open-nested transactions.

6 Conclusions

When transactions with committed open-nested transactions conflict later and
are re-issued, compensating actions for the open-nested transactions can reduce
throughput. DATS avoids this by reducing unnecessary compensating actions,
and minimizing inner transactions’ remote abstract lock acquisitions through ob-
ject dependency analysis. DATS shows the important of scheduling open-nested
transactions in order to reduce the number of compensating actions and ab-
stract locks in case of abort. Our implementation and experimental evaluation
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Fig. 8. Speed-up (Throughput Relative to OPEN) in Hash Table, Skip List, Linked
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shows that DATS enhances transactional throughput for open-nested transac-
tions over no DATS by as much as 1.7× and 2.2× with micro-benchmarks and
real-application benchmark, respectively.
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